1) When Gwen's peering over the parapet of the multi-story car park in ep 1 Janet (the weevil) comes up from behind and pushes her over the edge and she
lands in a bloody mess on the pavement below, but none of the TW crew
notices.
2) Get Gwen to resurrect Suzie again, and this time let Suzie finish the damned job
properly !!!
3) Owen 'accidentally' cuts a major artery when removing the shot pellets from
Gwen in 'Countrycide'
4) Eugene - being a ghost and therefore non-corpreal, fails to shove Gwen out of
the path of the on-coming vehicle in 'Random Shoes'
5) PC Andy is so pissed off that Gwen left him standing on the dock holding the
teas in 'Adrift' that he magics a mortar gun from somewhere and blasts the
boat out of the water.
6) In 'Adrift' The boat forgets to come back to the island for Gwen and she tries to
swim back but becuase she always has her gob hanging open she swallows
polluted Bristol Channel water and dies horribly of pollution poisoning.
7) Gwen's head explodes from a surfiet of google eyes when she walks in on Jack
and Ianto shagging in 'Adrift'
8) Ianto gets sick of Gwen casting 'doe eyes' at Jack so he 'accidentally' squirts
Myfanwy favourite BBQ sauce all over Gwen's clothes and 'accidentally' sets
the hub lockdown when Gwen's on her own there.
9) Gwen gets overexcited ‘cos she can’t decide whom to google – Jack, Owen or
Rhys
and suffers a brain melt down from doe-overload
10) Tosh tinkers on Gwens keyboard and when she is using it (which is admittingly
seldom) Gwen gets a deadly electric shock for shagging Owen
11) In the episode 'Meat' they save the meat and use Gwen instead. (Em)
12) Well this whole thing could have been 'bitten' right in the ass at the start. The
Weevil eats her in the hallway Capt. Jack finds her with No head, she can't be
revived because she has no mouth to speak (Em)
13) When Gwen states that she will leave at the end of ‘Meat’, Jack just lets her go
with a ‘and, so, therefore’-expression.

14) Dalek breaks time dilation field & runs over her whining face then
reverses ...repeat process till she’s a sticky goo. (Karen)
15) Ianto forgot to put the replacement paving stone in place when she comes
to use the Perception Filter elevator. (Delta)
16) Arrange for the container Cap’n John hid her in to be loaded on a ship
bound for Alaska before the rest of the team locate her
17) Ianto presents her with a natty scarf to make her outfits look more stylish,
but ooops, it gets caught in the door of the SUV as he speeds away after
dropping her at her house, and, oh dear, she gets throttled.
18) The Tardis materialises right on top of her when it stops by for refuelling
at the rift.
19) Rhys can't stand her googling Jack any longer and poisons the evening
meal.
20) It's Gwen who dies on day 4 of CoE, because as usual she shoves Ianto
aside and follows Jack to speak with the 456 aliens
21) We substitute the Weevils in the Weevil hunt game with annoying Gwen, so
that Ianto can shot her, the heart of Torchwood *caugh*
22) The time lock in 'Stolen Earth' only works for Ianto, because when Tosh
set it up Gwen wasn't there, so she did not get the 'protected property of
Torchwood' signal
23) RTD develops such a strong love for his female main character and heart
of Torchwood, namely Gwen, that she combusts into 1000 teeny flamy pieces
24) The Daleks do one good thing for once and justify there existence by
EXTERMINATING Gwen Fucking Cooper
25) After forgetting Rhys thanks to Adam in the episode 'Adam', he is so pissed
off that he finally shots her
26) The unstable Gray does not shot Toshiko Sato, but Gwen Cooper, because
he thinks he can actually get back on Jack with this
27) Myfanwy can't stand to see Ianto suffering from Gwen shoving him out of
the way and eats her for Friday lunch
28) Lisa/Cyberwoman breaks her neck
29) When Gwen is thrown on the cyber convertion unit the device works
proper (as in faster) and turns her into Cyberwoman 2, who will be shot by
Jack, Owen, Tosh and Ianto
30) Gwen can't hold back with her curiosity in 'Dead Line' and picks up the
phone, falls into the deep trance and because no one is bothering to bring her
back she stays in this way for ever after

31) Jack has to place her into the loony bin after the trauma of her own wedding, seeing
Jack and Ianto dancing together and there she commit suicide
32) The Duchess shots her while actually aiming for Jack in 'Golden Age'
33) When Reverent Haywood knocks Gwen down in “The Sin Eaters” he does a
throughout job and she never gets up again

34) And even if he'd not knocked her to death, she could just die a chapter later, when
she's put in the tomb
35) Ianto has not only find out about the special extras in the SUV, but also those in the
Hub and activates the secret defence laser to get rid of Gwen
36) After Gwen complaining about the fact that Ianto has not yet replaced the warning
lights around the cog door, because he is too preoccupied with Jack, he does replace
them with a fancy deadly acid that is activated when Gwen enters the Hub through the
cog door
37) Ianto calls Gwen down to the archive, to get her all-expert opinion on some alien
doohikey, but since only Ianto Jones knows his way around the archive and the comms
do not work there, Gwen gets lost and dies from hunger
38) While performing another autopsy Gwen inflicts herself with a deadly cuts and
bleeds out.

